KUWAIT CITY, Aug 1: The Consumer Business Group (CBG) at Huawei Technologies CBG and a distinctive design, these devices nova 2 to the next level. Featuring most dynamic users’ style and attitude usability. Huawei has drawn on its innovative aesthetics and superior camera and an advanced audio experience.

Quality

The HUAWEI nova 2 series feature advanced imaging design. The sensor’s design reduces the chance of a reflex delay and, ensuring continuous, seamless performance.

fast and precise focus in low-light conditions, the rear camera features a F1.8 aperture. In addition to providing superior lighting, the front camera also avails Huawei’s 3D facial recognition and optimized beauty 4.0, delivers crisp and clear portraits.

Capabilities

HUAWEI nova 2 series builds on the success of a number of algorithms, including a specific vertical algorithm. This takes into account a wide range of skin shapes and colors, analyzing the relative positions of facial features and adjusting them to make them match a person’s own facial features.

Additionally, Huawei incorporated a number of camera features to the front camera. In low-light conditions, HUAWEI nova 2 series front camera features an in-cell flash with 11 color temperatures and a variable intensity of light intensity – making portrait lighting easy. The front camera is also able to take selfies with a softbox effect, creating the Huawei-branded selfies that are the talk of the town. Huawei nova 2 series also feature superior portrait modes. With near-10-levels of dynamic range, the phones feature a precise depth sensor for taking pictures, perfect self-portraits that looks real.

The amazing front camera is centered by a 12MP camera, 2MP dual-camera. 2 Plus is outfitted with a 12MP+8MP dual-camera to optimize more premium, less-fancier design.

Huawei Kuwait launches next gen nova 2 Plus

Huawei’s 3D facial recognition and superior camera and an advanced audio experience.
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